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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 

HISTORIC RESOURCES ADVISORY BOARD MINUTES 

April 11, 2001 
 

==================================================================== 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER & ROLL CALL 

 
Chair Jeannie McGuire called the meeting of Wednesday, April 11, 2001 to order at 7:03 PM 
in the Human Resources Conference Room of City Hall, 380 A Avenue, Lake Oswego, 
Oregon. 
 
Members present were Chair McGuire, Vice Chair Kimberly Gruetter, Bryan Daum*, Kasey 
Brooks Holwerda, Gary Mimnaugh and Howard Shapiro.  Samantha Hatfield and Karen 
Cronin Wheat were absent.  Staff present was Sidaro Sin, Associate Planner. 
 

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
The Minutes of March 14, 2001 were unanimously approved after correction of Mr. 
Shapiro’s name.   

 
III. PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

 
Welcome to new board members 
 
Ms. McGuire welcomed new Board members Kasey Brooks Holwerda and Gary Mimnaugh. 
 
Oregon Heritage Conference 
 
Ms. McGuire reported that she and Mr. Sin had attended the Oregon Heritage Conference 
and had acquired a variety of reference materials.  Mr. Sin circulated copies of the “Historic 
Preservation Comprehensive Plan” for Oregon and a National Register Bulletin that he had 
received at the conference.  He related that a recent decision in the case of Demlow v. City of 
Hillsboro meant that if a property owner desired to have their property removed from the 
Landmark Designation Listing they would be required to either prove that they had opposed 
designation of the property in 1989 or demonstrate during a public review process before the 
HRAB that the structure was no longer of historical significance (i.e. no longer met the criteria 
for historic designation).  The members noted this judicial precedent meant that it would make 
it harder for someone to demolish an historic structure in the future.  
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Architectural Heritage Center Quarterly Newsletter 
 
Mr. Sin circulated a copy of an issue of the Architectural Heritage Center Quarterly 
Newsletter published by a Portland preservation group.   
 
Potential removal of the Christie School from the Landmark Designation List 
 
Mr. Sin reported that the City had received an inquiry from Marylhurst regarding the process 
to remove the Christie School from the Landmark Designation List and he had advised them 
of the City’s process for removal (per the precedent set by the Demlow v. City of Hillsboro 
decision).   
 
Historic District 
 
Ms. McGuire related that after the City’s Open House regarding Block 138, she had 
discussed with Bob Galante whether the City could incorporate an historic element (e.g., a 
plaque, a reader board, historic photographs, etc.) into each new municipal project.  She 
noted that such projects were already required to feature an element of art.  Mr. Galante had 
invited the HRAB suggest how the City might incorporate the historical element.  The 
members recalled seeing old photographs of businesses that had previously been located in the 
area of Block 138 that might be recreated for a display there.  Ms. Gruetter and Mr. 
Mimnaugh volunteered to draft a plan and budget for the Block 138 project.  The members 
anticipated the Block 138 project would be their first municipal project.  They differentiated 
this new project from their residential plaques project.   
 
Oregonian Article 
 
Ms. McGuire related that she had been invited to comment on the current revitalization of the 
City’s Downtown area for the “My Turn” column of the Oregonian.  She reported that she 
had explained that because the HRAB focused strictly on historic preservation, it would not be 
appropriate to comment on the development of downtown, but the Board might be interested 
in providing an article that related to HRAB activities.  The members suggested the article 
could explain the role of the Board and discuss the issue of demolition of cottages to construct 
large houses.  Mr. Gruetter related instances in the First Addition Neighborhood where 
inappropriately designed infill housing had been allowed near historic homes.  She suggested 
the Board follow and support the neighborhood’s endeavors.   
 
Oregon Garden 
 
Ms. McGuire related that she was a member of the Oregon Garden and had viewed the parts 
of the Gordon House (Frank Lloyd Wright design) to be reconstructed there.  
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Lakewood Center 
 
Ms. McGuire reported the Lakewood Center planned to build a major addition onto their 
building, which was on the Landmark Designation Listing.  The members reviewed materials 
that described the project and stressed that the design of the addition should be more in 
keeping with the historic building.  Mr. Sin advised the City had approved the addition many 
years ago and the approval had not expired.  He offered to research for the Board whether 
the project was still in a stage where the design could be changed.  The members discussed 
how to best communicate their desire to see design changes.   
 
Oswego Heritage Council 
 
Mr. Mimnaugh related that the Oswego Heritage Council was interested in a mutual 
arrangement to exchange meeting minutes with the HRAB.  He also reported that they had 
recently found records of the local iron mines.  
 
*Mr. Daum left the meeting.   
 

IV. ACTION ITEMS 
 
None. 
 

V. OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Headgate Relocation Project 
 
Mr. Sin related that he had reported to Rachel Smith, Project Coordinator for the Headgate 
Project, that the Board recommended the Bryant Woods site for the Headgate.  He was to 
draft a confirmation letter for the Board to review at the next meeting.    
 
Review Work Program for 2001-2002 
 
The Board members reviewed their current work program, as follows: 
 
• Smelter.  Members recalled that Mr. Shapiro had volunteered to research past smelter 

operations in the City.   
 
• Historic plaques.  Ms. Gruetter reported that she had contacted three vendors to obtain 

specifications and prices for plaques.   
 
• Merit Award Program.  Ms. McGuire discussed how the Board might reinstate the 

Merit Award program.  She recalled that the board had conducted such a program in the 
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past when the HRAB had selected a noteworthy historic project (typically a restoration) 
and honored the property owner with a framed drawing of the property that had been 
presented by the Mayor.  She further recalled that past recipients had included Jerry 
Stubblefield, owner of the Jantzen property; Patrick Brooks, who had restored a house 
along McVey Avenue; and the Tongue family, who had reconstructed their boathouse.  
She suggested that the Board consider the owners of the Collins House (“White House”) 
for a Merit Award.  The members agreed to publicize the program and solicit additional 
nominations.  The members indicated that fall would be the best time of the year to 
schedule the ceremony.  They clarified that there was no criteria to be satisfied, and the 
award could be also be given to a person to recognize his/her promotion of historic 
awareness in the City.   

 
• Archives storage.  Mr. Sin reported that cabinet space had been designated for HRAB 

archived materials.   
 
• Additions to the Landmark Designation List.  The members observed that the original 

Landmark Designation Listing had not yet been found.  They agreed to consider including 
a work project to invite the owners of historic structures to add their properties to the 
Listing when they created next year’s work program.   

 
2001 Historic Landmark Commission Forum 
 
Ms. Gruetter volunteered to represent the HRAB at the 2001 Historic Landmark Commission 
Forum to be held in Bend, Oregon, on May 3, 2001.   
 
Web site development 
 
The members agreed that because they had not been able to find the source of a quote to be 
used on the HRAB website, they would attribute it to “Anonymous.”  Ms. McGuire recalled 
that Samantha Hatfield had volunteered to work on the Photo Gallery.  Mr. Sin agreed to 
compose the text for the section on “How to get involved.”  Ms. Gruetter agreed to 
summarize information available in the Cultural Resources Inventory for the “Featured 
Landmark” section.  She suggested that an old photograph and a recent photograph of the 
landmark structure be shown together in the “Featured Landmark” section.  The HRAB 
decided to make the “White House” (the Collins’ house along Country Club Drive) the first 
featured landmark.  Mr. Sin anticipated the website would be ready for viewing in early May.  
Ms. McGuire confirmed she would provide information for the “Past Events” section of the 
site.   
 

VI. ADJOURNMENT 
 
There being no further business, Chair McGuire adjourned the meeting at 8:30 PM. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
 

Sidaro Sin 
Associate Planner 
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